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Have you heard of EMI (English as a Medium of Instruction)? What 
comes to mind when you're a non-native English speaker but 
have to take English-taught classes?

The challenges of switching between multiple languages, the 
interesting accents of professors, the anxiety of speaking in an 
unfamiliar language... Yes, we've been through these too!

In Taiwan, we are accustomed to thinking,  expressing,  and 
studying solely in our mother tongue. From the smallest aspects 
of daily life to significant decision-making, everything can be 
done using Chinese or some broken Taiwanese.

That's why a sudden contact with English-taught courses makes 
us panic and lost, just like entering the wrong train in a foreign 
land. Imagine being on that train surrounded by unfamiliar signs 
and languages – you might want to shout out to Doraemon for a 
“Translation Konjac”1!

1　"Translation	 Konjac"	 refers	 to	 a	 f ict ional 	 i tem	 from	 the	 popular	
Japanese	manga	and	anime	series,	Doraemon,	which	 is	 said	 to	 instantly	
translate	any	language.

About this EMI guidebook
Preface
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But, you should know that:

You are not alone.
As English becomes the dominant language in the world, many 
students face similar challenges like you do.

You may have just underestimated yourself.
You have great potential in bilingual learning. It may just appear 
hazy due to unfamiliarity.

Here, we present to you the ultimate EMI Guidebook.

By the time you finish reading this guidebook, you will have a better 
understanding of EMI courses. You will realize the benefits that 
EMI courses have to offer and discover the right tools to help you 
stay on track during your learning journey. We hope you come to 
see what you need is just a little guidance to unlock your bilingual 
potential, rather than relying on a Translation Konjac.

Let this handbook be your guiding light, taking you beyond where 
the train can reach and accompanying you through the unknown in 
the future.
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This EMI Guidebook was created by the Bilingual Education 
Promotion Task Force in the College of Biomedical Science and 
Engineering, NYCU, in collaboration with 12 international teaching 
assistants (TAs).

Since December 2022, we had been meeting weekly, engaging in 
a series of observations, discussions, and brainstorming sessions. 
Over a span of five months, this handbook was crafted through 
the collective efforts of the editing team.

To investigate thoroughly and provide readers with valuable 
information, we followed the five key stages of Design Thinking: 
Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype, and Test. Step by step, 
we examined and analyzed potential problems and challenges 
related to bilingual learning on our campus.

Kishore
� India

Samarth
� India

Sia
� Ukraine

Chiao
� Taiwan

Ingrid
� Taiwan

Chien-Yi
� Taiwan

The 12 Teaching Assistants of the Editing Team

About the editing team
Preface 
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Every step of this process had brought us closer to understanding 
your concerns and struggles in EMI courses.

Through observations, campus surveys, and student interviews, we 
identified a range of challenges. We then focused on addressing the 
most pressing problems and brainstormed corresponding solutions. 
Finally, we crafted each solution into a unique "Solution Toast" to 
assist you in navigating the various difficulties you may encounter in 
your EMI learning journey.

Even though we our roles are different on campus, as we come from 
different colleges, institutes, and even different countries, we want 
you to know that no matter how you feel about EMI courses, we are 
here for you.

Avery
� Taiwan

Charlotte
� Taiwan

Jon
	 Vietnam

Teetee

 Thailand

Shania
� Indonesia

Elizabeth
� Namibia



"English	as	a	Medium	of	 Instruction"	 (EMI)	 refers	 to	 the	use	of	
English	as	 the	medium	of	 instruction	 for	delivering	knowledge	
in	various	professional	 fields,	 including	economics,	engineering,	
medicine,	business,	humanities,	and	other	subjects,	in	educational	
institutions	where	English	 is	not	 the	mother	 tongue.	The	use	of	
EMI	 includes	the	delivery	of	content,	student-teacher	 interaction,	
learning	and	 lecture	materials,	 learning	outcomes	presentation,	
and	assessment,	all	of	which	are	conducted	fully	in	English.

Definition

In simple terms, it means:

· EMI courses are English-taught classes, where 
English is used instead of Chinese in learning about 
professional subjects.

· During EMI, the professor will speak in English, the 
learning material will be in English, and even your 
presentations are encouraged to be done in English. 

· Specific courses, such as some English classes that 
focus on English writting, pronunciation, etc., are not 
considered as EMI despite the use of English delivery.

What is EMI?
Getting to know about EMI

According	to	the	The	Program	on	Bilingual	Education	for	Students	
in	College,	MOE:
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Why you should take EMI courses

We understand that using an unfamiliar language 
can be uncomfortable. Well, challenge yourself with 
EMI courses! In each class, you can practice thinking 
logically and expressing yourself clearly in English. 
This experience will eventually become your own 
journey of bravery and growth.

If you want to pursue an international life or career, 
choose EMI courses. Designed to equip you with the 
necessary language skills and cultural awareness, 
EMI courses pave the way for enhancing your 
employability in the global job market! 

Unlock Global 

Opportunities

Getting to know about EMI

Global 

Competitiven
ess

Stepping Out of 

Your Comfort Zone
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“How do I translate this?”Does this phrase sound familiar? 
Sometimes it's hard to translate certain English words. In 
fact, you don't need to force everything into Chinese! In EMI 
courses, you'll be learning with authentic English. No need to 
worry about anything lost in translation anymore!

Preserve 
Authentic Meaning

Access to 

Firsthand Information
In an era where most academic papers and major 
breakthroughs are predominantly published in English, 
EMI courses prepare you to comprehend and keep pace 
with global advancements. Embrace the opportunity to 
enrich your educational experience with EMI courses!

Why you should take EMI courses
Getting to know about EMI

Academic 

Advancem
ent
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Through the continuous practice of English communication 
in EMI courses, you will no longer fear using English. When 
attending international conferences or any cross-cultural 
activities, you will be confident in speaking up instead of shying 
away. After all, you'll realize that using English is no big deal!

Reduce Fear of English

Expand Your Social Circle

In an EMI course, you might make some amazing friends 
from all over the world! Enjoy the opportunity to learn 
about different cultures, and maybe even speak new 
languages other than English. It's a big, wonderful world 
out there, let's experience more of it through EMI courses!

Why you should take EMI courses

English 

Proficiency
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Video link:
https://youtu.be/cm6tRqEOfP0

Up to this point, do you have a better understanding of EMI?

If still in doubt, why not listen to what the TAs have to say!

Too lazy to read? 
Let's watch a video then!

Getting to know about EMI
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Now, I believe you have understood the meaning and importance of EMI. 
However, please remember that EMI courses are just the tip of the iceberg 
when it comes to bilingualism.

Let's consider this analogy: if you are right-handed, your right hand handles 
most of your daily actions. However, there are times when your left hand is 
still needed, even though it may not be as frequently used or as skilled as your 
right hand.

Similarly, our native language and a second language are like our two hands. 
The left hand is not meant to replace the right hand; rather, having both hands 
working together allows us to accomplish more tasks and more complex 
actions. It's better to be able to use both hands overcoming all challenges, 
isn't it?

The purpose of bilingual learning is to nurture both your native and 
second language, transforming you into an international talent capable of 
seamlessly navigating different languages, cultures, and countries.

EMI courses provide an opportunity to practice language switching. In fact, 
many people worldwide have already mastered the art of effortlessly switching 
between multiple languages. By broadening your perspective, you'll discover 
that there are more ways to enhance your language skills than just taking 
EMI courses or following Taiwan's EMI trend. Bilingual learning is already an 
inevitable trend in internationalization.

Curious about how other countries perceive bilingual learning? Turn to the next 
page and explore the personal experiences of our TAs in different countries!

Getting to know about EMI

Follow up! 
Bilingual is a global trend now!
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Each row presents the personal education experience of TAs in different countries.

Getting to know about EMI

Follow up! 
Bilingual is a global trend now!
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You'll realize that bilingualism is sprouting all over the world. You are not alone in Taiwan!
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In January 2023, we conducted a random survey on campus to gather 
insights into students' opinions, feelings, and final choices regarding 
EMI courses during the course selection phase.

Out of the 73 questionnaires filled out by Taiwanese students, their 
background information was as follows:

Course Selection Survey

The journey ahead is getting hazy

Taking EMI or not?
The three pitfalls of course selection

Unit: person
English proficiency level

*The	English	proficiency	level	 is	based	on	the	CEFR	
system	adopted	by	MOE.	Please	refer	to	Appendix	1	
for	the	corresponding	proficiency	level	chart.

On the Yang Ming campus of NYCU, what factors do you consider 
when selecting courses for the next semester?
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Q: How do you prioritize different factors to decide whether to take a course??

Regarding the behavioral aspect, we observed the following:

Course Selection Survey Results

Q: In what ways do you usually collect information before selecting courses?

When it came to course selection, students primarily relied on the 
information provided by the course selection system. They might also seek 
insights from classmates or seniors who had previously taken the course to 
gain a better understanding of the content and teaching style.

Only a small number of students actively reached out to lecturers or course 
departments for consultation. Additionally, students were not accustomed 
to utilize social media platforms (such as Facebook or Dcard) to gather 
course-related information.

On average, whether a course is an EMI course was ranked second to last in 
terms of students' priorities when choosing classes.
This suggests that, for most students, it doesn't matter much whether 
English is the language of instruction for certain courses. When it comes to 
selecting courses, students may care more about credit-related regulations, 
course content, and assessment methods.
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The journey ahead is getting hazy

Taking EMI or not?
The three pitfalls of course selection

Regarding students' opinions on EMI courses, we observed the following:

Course Selection Survey Results

Q: Why did you decide to take EMI courses?

Q: Why did you decide not to take EMI courses?

Students enrolled in EMI courses primarily because they were 
compulsory. Other reasons included the desire to improve their English 
proficiency, the challenge of the courses, and having a genuine interest 
in the course topics.

In the case of students who chose not to take EMI courses, apart from 
them being optional, the majority of students mentioned a lack of time 
as the main factor. This implies that Taiwanese students generally think 
that it takes extra time and effort to prepare for EMI courses.
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Regarding students' emotional reactions towards EMI courses, we observed 
the following:

Course Selection Survey Results

Q: What are some concerns you have toward EMI courses?

Q: What do you feel about EMI courses? 
(5 being your feelings well-described, 1 being poorly-descirbed)

Despite students' concerns about using English, such as apprehensions 
about understanding professional terms, comprehending spoken 
English, or speaking in English, it is interesting to note that students' 
negative emotions towards EMI courses are generally below average. 
Most students mentioned that EMI courses do not have a significant 
negative impact on them or that they'd simply go with the flow.
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The journey ahead is getting hazy

Should I enroll in EMI? 
The three pitfalls of course selection
Upon careful examination of the results from the 73 
questionnaires, we identified three common pitfalls that you 
may encounter during the course selection process:

        Pitfall 1: Unable to find information about EMI

        Pitfall 2:  Absence of motivations

Students primarily relied on the course registration system to obtain 
course details. However, some professors do not provide EMI course 
syllabi through the system. Moreover, many students were hesitant 
to approach professors or their respective departments for inquiries, 
resulting in a lack of communication regarding EMI course-related 
information. Additionally, if students turn to social media platforms 
like Facebook or Dcard for information, they would find limited EMI-
related resources or positive experiences shared. As a result, you may 
find yourself filled with uncertainty and demotivation when it comes to 
taking EMI courses.

Most students stated that they took EMI courses only because they were 
mandatory. Moreover, after cross-referencing survey responses, we 
discovered that students with higher English proficiency (B2 level and 
above) did not necessarily prefer EMI courses. This implies that for most 
students, English-taught courses are only for language improvement. 
Students may not have realized that EMI courses actually offer far more 
benefits than improving their English proficiency.
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        Pitfall 3:  Having mixed feelings about  EMI, is it a yes or a no?

Do you also encounter these three pitfalls when selecting courses?

It feels like walking on a tightrope, where a single misstep can cause 
you to stumble and miss the opportunity to embrace EMI courses.

If you have already fallen into the trap, don't worry. That's why we 
have prepared solutions for you.

Feel free to turn to The Solution Toast chapter. Savor each slice of 
solution toast and free yourself from the clutches of the trap!

From the survey results, we observed that students with relatively 
lower English proficiency (below B1 level) expressed a desire to 
improve their English skills through EMI courses. However, they 
might have concerns regarding their understanding of English 
materials and technical terms. Even students with relatively higher 
English proficiency (B2 level and above) might feel hesitant to 
express themselves in English and fear making mistakes. Overall, 
regardless of the reasons for choosing EMI courses, most students 
are likely to experience a sense of anxiety and uncertainty about 
what lies ahead.
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Did you voluntarily choose to join EMI courses?

We believe that most students, during course selection (or even after 
the semester begins), are shocked to discover: "What! This mandatory 
course is taught in English!"

Regardless of the reasons that led you to EMI courses, once your 
English-taught courses begin, a sense of confusion starts to haunt 
you. It's like suddenly embarking on a mysterious journey, where the 
destination is unclear and your heart feels inexplicably strange. Yet, you 
must try to take each step toward the exit.

Remember, you are never alone!

The journey ahead is getting hazy

Feeling this way in an EMI course?
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In March 2023, we conducted in-depth interviews with six local students 
from our campus who were taking EMI courses, aiming to gain a better 
understanding of their feelings and the difficulties they faced in class. Based 
on the students' authentic feedback and campus observations, we have 
integrated their learning experiences into a journey graphic for you.

For those who have already embarked on this journey, where are you now?

And for those who are still hesitating at the starting point, are you curious to 
see what will happen next?

If you have already found yourself lost in the EMI journey or feel that you 
might get lost soon, feel free to jump to The Solution Toast chapter and 
discover the tools that can help you overcome the challenges of EMI learning.

On the next page, let us accompany you through the EMI learning journey!
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The journey ahead is getting hazy

Feeling this way in an EMI course?
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Feeling this way in an EMI course?
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Find yourself a self-rescue kit  

The Solution Toast
Reaching this point, do you also feel the tension and anxiety in the EMI 
learning journey? I believe you must be very curious: So, what can we do 
when feeling lost in EMI courses?

In fact, all the negative feelings you may experience in EMI courses often 
stem from a lack of familiarity or confidence. However, as long as you are 
willing to start with small changes and persevere, you will discover that 
EMI courses are not as scary as it seems! 

How can you do it? Let the Solution Toasts guide you!

In the following pages, you will find 18 slices of Solution Toast. Each 
represents a solution to help you tackle various challenges during EMI 
courses.

Every solution is an original idea from the 12 TAs, and was refined 
through testing and revisions, eventually resulting in the Solution Toasts 
that we present to you.
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How to Use Solution Toast
Solutions Toast comes in three different flavors, 

each representing a different type of solution:

Practice Toast
A day-to-day action to 
develop good habits

Tool Toast
A resource that can be 

used independently

Game Toast
An enjoyable activity 

to do with friends

Solution Name

Solution 
Type

Number of
Players Needed

Difficulty
Level

Summary Recommended User

Ideal Timing

Expected Result

Steps to Follow

Self Evaluation
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Find yourself a self-rescue kit  

The Solution Toast

On each Solution Toast, you will discover the recommended 
individuals to involve, the ideal timing, the steps to follow, and 
the expected outcomes of each solution. 

I Don't Care, It's My Life
p.30

Get Courage!!
p.32

Just Do It!
p.31

Learn from Netflix
P.35

Funglish
p.37

A Word A Day
p.36

Bananagrams
p.38

A Talk A Day
p.34

Take the First Step
p.33
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When you're ready, empower yourself with the Solution Toasts and 
navigate your EMI course journey with confidence and success!

Evaluating Myself!
p.46

Study Together
p.44

Tomato Clock
p.43

Tick 'em Off
p.47

Notability
p.45

English Chatting Hour
p.42

DiXit in English
p.40

Self-talking
p.39

Practice Paradise
p.41
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I Don't Care, It's My Life - Practice
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVmMeMcGc0Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVmMeMcGc0Y


Tool - Just Do It!
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QpV9_ClxQxH-07kmvCzmBrfma0L_RKB3i3K2gTPr7i8/edit?usp=sharing
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Get Courage!! - Practice
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Practice - Take the First Step
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A Talk A Day - Practice
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https://timetable.nycu.edu.tw/
https://timetable.nycu.edu.tw/


Practice - Learn from Netlix
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https://towardsdatascience.com/the-best-netflix-movies-series-to-learn-english-according-to-data-science-dec7b047b164
https://towardsdatascience.com/the-best-netflix-movies-series-to-learn-english-according-to-data-science-dec7b047b164


A Word A Day - Game
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https://www.vocabulary.com/
https://www.vocabulary.com/


Game - Funglish
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmim6nythnw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmim6nythnw


Bananagrams - Game
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https://youtu.be/EbjlKNBv_cA
https://youtu.be/EbjlKNBv_cA


Practice - Self-talking 
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Dixit in English- Game
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qi4MoW6NuaQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qi4MoW6NuaQ


Practice - Practice Paradise
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https://tw.voicetube.com/
https://tw.voicetube.com/


English Chatting Hour - Practice
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 Tool - Tomato Clock
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https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tomato-clock/enemipdanmallpjakiehedcgjmibjihj
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tomato-clock/enemipdanmallpjakiehedcgjmibjihj


Study Together - Tool
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https://www.studytogether.com/
https://www.studytogether.com/
https://www.studytogether.com/
https://www.studytogether.com/


Tool - Notability
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https://notability.com/zh-Hans
https://notability.com/zh-Hans


Evaluating Myself! - Practice
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Practice - Tick 'em Off
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https://www.oliverburkeman.com/onething
https://www.oliverburkeman.com/onething
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Postscript

After reading...

Stay tuned

Bilingual Learning
Official LINE Account

For EMI courses info

CBMSE Official Website

Say something to us!

Feedback Form

Thank you for reading through this EMI Guidebook!

We are glad to have accompanied you on this journey of facing EMI courses.

Whenever you feel lost in the future,  please don't forget the various possibilities 
offered by Solution Toasts. Also, remember that:
You are not alone.
You may have just underestimated yourself.
It's a big world out there. EMI courses are only one of the doors to the world, 
and it's up to you to open it or not.

Take the blessings from the TAs on the right, and enjoy your journey ahead!

See our bilingual events

Bilingual Learning
Youtube Channel

https://cbmse.nycu.edu.tw/products/16/1
https://forms.gle/9iH7KJCFWSv5dZ3i8
https://www.youtube.com/@cbmsebilingual
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“Whee~”

“Step out of your comfort zone, you won't regret it!”

“It’s worth a shot.”

“Help will always be provided to those who ask for it.”

“Unlock your potentials, Open doors to the world.”

“DOn't  quIT”

“I'm proud of you. Keep going, I know you can do it!”

“You are never wrong to do the right thing.”

“The first step to success is believing.”

“If you don't try, you'll never know.”

“Believe you can and you're halfway there!”

“It’s okay to not be okay.”
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Appendix
1. English Proficiency Test and CEFR Level Comparison Table
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